
Brooke Write has a desire for encouraging entrepreneurs to
PERFORM, PRODUCE, & PROFIT by learning how to manage and overcome

self-sabotaging habits that prevent them from achieving their goals.
Through her 6-step formula, The Performance Code, Brooke Write helps
entrepreneurs improve their performance and productivity to increase

their profits and progress. She does so through books, blogging, content
creation, workshops, and coaching. Individuals leave their time with

Brooke feeling confident and clear on how to unlock the code
to their personalized productivity to achieve their full potential.

* Engaging speaker who loves to engage
WITH audience through activities

and open conversation
 * Inspires, encourages, and impacts

audience to take action and progress
* Punctual, professional, and easy to work with

* Easily adaptable and relatable to audience

If you’re looking for a speaker who knows
how to instantly connect with entrepreneurs, 
create urgency for personal transformation,

and encourage audiences to shift into
a state of high performance and productivity, 

then Brooke Write is the speaker you need.

Her twist on performance will spark a new
persepctive that will change your life! 

BOOK BROOKE!
WWW.BROOKEWRITE.COM | INFO@BROOKEWRITE.COM 

“Brooke is an impactful speaker! Her 
talk about self-discipline being

connected to self-love still
resonates with me months later!”

 - Akeem R.

“Brooke was phenomenal.
She incorporated an activity into her 
workshop and the audience loved it! 

She inspired me to take care of 
myself more.” - Lereen M.

“Brooke was  a great asset to our 
panel; the audience loved her and 

respected her professionalism. 
Bottom line is Brooke is a joy to work 
with! I highly recommend involving 

her in your projects!” - David C.
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This talk focuses on helping entrepreneurs learn the 
3 common practices that increase profits.

Attendees learn how their personal performance 
determines their profits and progress, and how to 

take practical action that improves their results.

This talk focuses on helping entrepreneurs get to the 
root of their procrastination and stagnation.

Attendees learn how to use their thoughts and 
behaviours to achieve their goals and overcome the 

obstacles they encounter more efficiently.
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Keynotes for Entrepreneurs

The Performance Code;
Unlocking the Code to Your Potential

The 3 P’s to Increasing Your Profits

3x30 Productivity;
How to 3x Your Productivity in 30 Days

This talk focuses on helping organizations and 
team leaders strengthen how they produce in the

workplace through the power of personal and 
collective performance. The audience learns how 
to create and enhance systems that save stress, 
time, money, and energy, and overall improves 

their bottom line.

Work Experience

BOOK BROOKE!
WWW.BROOKEWRITE.COM | INFO@BROOKEWRITE.COM 

Don’t see the topic you need? Interested in
customized talks/programs? Contact Brooke today!

Keynote for Corporate & Organizations


